Face search — Facial recognition and search for recognized faces in recorded video.

Axxon Next 4 presents the new Offline Analytics feature, which lets you import videos from any external
sources and use state-of-the-art tools to search through them.
This feature is especially relevant for mature video surveillance systems that don't have their own tools for
fast analysis of recorded video.
For example, this type of search can be vital to police forces. When a crime occurs, the
location of the incident is usually known, so it is clear which cameras could have footage of
the suspects involved. These might be specialized cameras controlled by the police, or normal surveillance cameras installed, for instance, on nearby stores. The timing of an incident is
usually known within a range of several hours or days. With this information, the police need
to find out who was involved in the crime and try to identify the suspects as quickly as possible, since speed is of the essence for cracking a case.
The Axxon Next 4 VMS offers a large arsenal of tools for fast and precise searching in recorded video. And
thanks to Offline Analytics, you aren't limited to using them with your own system's recordings — you can use
these tools with any other videos, as well.
For this purpose, a video from an external archive (for instance, an .avi file) is imported to the Axxon Next
4 internal archive. During import, metadata is generated for the video, and it is then used for performing
searches. It is important to note that extensive server resources aren't necessary, for two reasons: processing
doesn't occur in real time, and only the truly relevant fragments are processed.
After the import, all the search features developed in Axxon Next 4 become available:
MomentQuest — Forensic search by
trajectory (crossing a line, movement between two polygonal zones, movement or
loitering within a zone).

TimeCompressor — Fast visual search in video footage (viewing events without
accelerated playback).
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LPR search — Flexible settings for ANPR / LPR and search for recognized number plates.

TimeSlice — Searching for an event when the approximate time is known.
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In practice, the use of Offline Analytics by law enforcement agencies has shown that these
forensic search features are highly effective.
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